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ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with on�line detection and
estimation of changes in the parameters of a noisy
polynomial�phase signal� This problem arises in vibra�
tion monitoring where the measured signals re�ect both
the nonstationarities due to the surrounding excita�
tion� modelled by a polynomial�phase and the nonstatio�
narities due to changes in the eigen structure� modelled
by a break in the polynomial parameters� Development
of a likelihood ratio test to detect and estimate changes
in a polynomial�phase signal requires accurate estima�
tion of the parameters vector after change� ��� Use of
the Maximum Likelihood Estimate �MLE� of �� is not
practically useful since it involves the optimization of
a multi�variable cost function� We propose to estimate
�� by using the Discrete Polynomial�Phase Transform
�DPPT� in order to derive a detector having asymptoti�
cally the same properties than the GLR one for a much
lower computational cost� Experimental performances�
mean delay to the detection as a function of mean time
between false alarms� will be studied�

� PROBLEM STATEMENT

The signal model herein is�

zn � A exp�j
PX
p��

apn
p� 	 wn� �
�

for � � n � N � 
� A is assumed to be a constant�
wn is a white Gaussian noise with variance ��w and the
parameters vector under study is � � �a�� a�� � � � � aP �T �
The problem of sequential detection of changes in � is�
given the measurements z�� z�� � � � � zn� decide at instant
k� � � k � N � 
� between the two hypotheses�
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H� is the hypothesis that no change has occurred be�
tween samples � and k and H� is the hypothesis that a
change has occurred at instant r unknown� � � r � k�
The log�likelihood ratio between these two hypotheses

is�

L�k� r� ��� �
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si � �A exp�jvTr �
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In the case where the parameters vector after change
is unknown� two possible solutions exist� ���� The �rst
one consists of weighting the likelihood ratio with re�
spect to all possible values of �� using a priori known
cumulative distribution function� In the second solu�
tion� the unknown parameters vector �� is replaced by
its MLE� resulting in the GLR algorithm�
We take place in the general and realistic case where

no a priori information on �� is available�
For the GLR algorithm� decision of a change is taken

following�

ta � argmin
k
�gk � �� ���

gk � max
k�M�r�k

max
��

L�k� r� ��� ���

In hypothesis ��� r can take all values between � and
k� leading to growing arrays� In practice the search over
r is reduced to a �xed length window �k�M�k��
At every instant k� � � k � N �
 and every instant r

in the window �k�M�k�� �� must be replaced by its MLE
to compute gk� If gk is greater than a �xed threshold ��
decision of a change is taken� the corresponding �r and
��� are the estimated values of r and �� at corresponding
time k�
Main problem is the estimation of �� since its MLE

requires a large amount of computations� involving the
optimization of a multi�variable cost function�

��� � argmax
��

j
kX

n�r

zn exp��jv
T
n���j� ���

An alternative solution will consist of developing a
GLR test from the phase of zn itself� ���� In e�ect� the



approximation zn � A exp�j
PP

p�� apn
p 	 un� with un

white Gaussian and variance ����A� is available for a
large snr� ��� However� this algorithm requires phase
unwrapping which is delicate operation� for noisy data�
We propose� in this communication� to estimate �� by

using the Discrete Polynomial�Phase Transform �DPT��
in order to derive a detector from the exact model of the
signal� having asymptotically the same properties than
the GLR test for a much lower computational cost�

� ESTIMATION OF �� USING THE DPT

Let sn be a complex�valued function of a real discrete
variable n� let � and M be positive integers� The oper�
ators DP��sn� � � and DPM �sn� � � are de�ned by

DP��sn� � � �� sns
�
n�� � ���

DPM �sn� � � �� DP��DPM���sn� � ��� ���

If sn � A exp�j
PP

p�� a
�
pn

p� �sn under hypothe�
sis H�� � it has been proved that DPP �sn� � � �

A�
P��

exp�j���n	��� where� for �P �
�� � n � N�
�

�� � P ��P��a�P � �
��

Applying the operator of order P to sn� transforms this
broadband signal into a single tone with frequency �� re�
lated to a�P � Then� if we de�ne the Discrete�Polynomial�
Phase Transform of order P �DPT� as the discrete time
Fourier transform of DPP �sn� � � and by applying it to
the DPP of sn� we get an estimation of the highest order
polynomial coe�cient� �
���
Once a�P has been estimated � the order can be re�

duced by multiplying sn with exp��j�a�Pn
P �� r � n � k�

If the estimate is accurate� the highest term is re�
moved and we can proceed to use the DPT to estimate
a�P��� a

�
P��� � � �a

�
��

The main simpli�cations with respect to the MLE
is the replacement of M P�dim search by M�P 
�dim
searches for each instant k� The white Gaussian noise
wn added on sn is no more Gaussian and no more white
on DPP �sn� � � but it has been proved that for high snr�
�aP is asymptotically unbiased and its mean square�error
�MSE� achieves a minimum for � � N�P � see �
��

� ALGORITHM

Assuming �� known or estimated before the test� the
sequential test detection algorithm is summarized as fol�
lows�


� Initialization� k � M � r � k �M

�a�

�k�P �
k � P � 


P
� �

�

estimate of a�P � a
�
P��� � � � � a

�
� on samples

zr � zr��� � � � � zk�P�� by DPT� eqs� ��� 
�� and

compute L�k� r� ����� �eq� ���
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Figure 
� Real part and argument of zn� snr � ��dB�

�b� substitute r � r	
� If r � k�P � 
� go back
to step �a��

�c� search the maximum of L over r gives gk�

�� Compare gk to �� if gk � �� decision of a break is
taken ta � k� else k � k 	 
� go back to step 
�

It is important to notice that besides a sequential al�
gorithm gives a result at each instant k� it requires a
ta�M � P � total number of �� estimations instead of
N �M�P � for a global algorithm� Probability of ta � N
is non zero for high threshold but we will see further that
for an average given mean time between false alarms�
test ended for k 	 N � The choice of the search window
M must result from a tradeo� between the precision
required of the estimation of r and the computational
cost�

� NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the proposed algorithm� an
example of a �� samples polynomial�phase signal
of order P � � which parameters vector jumps
from �� � ��� ��
��

���� 

����T to �� �
�����
� ��
��

�����

����T at instant r �  is
given�
Fig� 
 shows the real part of the signal sn and its

argument� instantaneous phase� Fig� � represents gk
with M � 
� samples and corresponding �r�k��
Fig�  depicts the behavior of the �a��� �a��� �a�� and

�a��� exact values are plotted in dotted lines� For this
experiment� snr has been �xed to ��dB in order to put
in evidence the behavior of the algorithm�
Initialization of the algorithm lasts M � 
� samples�

over which three areas �depicted by 
� � and  on the
�gures� can be distinguished on the results�

A �rst one� for k � r�
 where ��� � �� and L�k� � ��

a second one for r � k � r 	M where ��� �� �� �� ��

since estimation is proceeded on each side of the break�
and a third one for k � M where ��� � �� and L�k� �Pk

n�r�jA exp�jvTr ��� � ���� 	 wnj
� � jwnj

���
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Figure �� L��k� � �r�k�� snr � ��dB�
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Figure �� Mean time between false alarms as a function of
the threeshold
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Figure �� Delay to the detection as a function of mean time
between false alarms

� EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCES

In this section� some experimental results on on�line per�
formances are given for di�erent snr �polynomial order
and magnitude of jump �xed� and for di�erent polyno�
mial orders �snr �xed��
In the on�line framework� the criteria are the delay

for detection �TD�� characterizing the ability of an algo�
rithm to set an alarm when a change actually occurs�
and the mean time between false alarms �TFA�� which
gives a limit for the possible mean time between succes�
sive jumps in the signal�
Theoretical general results on performances in multi�

ple hypothesis test do not exist� bounds for TFA and TD
are given in the case of a likelihood test� i�e �� known�
see ����
Consequently we propose to �x the threshold in the

adaptive following manner�

� �



N
T

q�NX
l�q��

gk�l� �
��

where T determines TFA and �

N

Pq�N

l�q�� gk�l is an esti�
mation of the mean of gk� over a window of �xed length�
N � q are the number of �guard samples��
TFA has been estimated as the mean time before the

�rst alarm on 
�� white and Gaussian noise sequences�
For the �rst experiment� TD has been estimated on


�� realizations of the previous signal �see section ���
Fig� ��� depicts TFAas a function of T for snr going

from �dB to ��dB� Note that a snr of �dB is the limit
under which the estimation algorithm does not operate
properly�
A �rst and obvious result is that TFA increases with

T � The growing space between curves as T increases
is probably due to the procedure itself� In fact� length
of noise sequences limits the highest TFA� above this
maximum possible value for TFA� a probability of no
detection appears�
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Table 
� Parameters before the change
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Table �� Parameters after the change

Fig� ��� shows TD as a function of TFA� First� general
remarks can be made�

TD increases with TFA� which is easily understandable
since higher is the threshold and so TFA� higher is the
delay to the detection� TD reaches a maximumof around
� samples for a TFA of � samples�

Whatever is the snr� two principal areas can be
pointed out� A �rst area where TD grows proportion�
aly with TFA and a second one where TD is equal to a
maximum value whatever is TFA�

Curves are shifted to the left as the snr decreases� For
a �xed TFA in the �rst area� TD raises with the snr� If
TFA is in the second area� TD decreases with the snr for
the reason raised previously�

For the second experiment�  polynomial�phase sig�
nals of order P��� and � have been used� ��� ��� mag�
nitude of the instantaneous jump �dp� are given in the
tables �
� and ���� dp is the same for order P� and
P�� and is 
� times greater for the order P���

TFA as a function of T is depicted on �g� ���� As
curves are nearly superimposed� it can be noticed that
TFA is independant of the order and of the magnitude
of jump�
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Figure �� Mean time between false alarms as a function of
the threeshold
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Figure �� Delay to the detection as a function of mean time
between false alarms

From curves of TD as function of TFA� �g� ���� a gen�
eral result can be given� delay to the detection depends
on the magnitude of jump and on the polynomial order�
Let us add some general comments about the tunning

of the change detection algorithm� Minimum values of
jumps must be close to the precision of the estimation
algorithm and the threshold has to be chosen in such a
way that the mean time between false alarms should not
be too much less than the mean time between successive
jumps in the signal�

� CONCLUSION

A GLR algorithm to detect changes in the parameters of
a polynomial�phase signal has been proposed where the
unknown parameters vector after change is estimated
by the discrete polynomial�phase transform� this esti�
mator having asymptotically the same properties than
the MLE one for a much lower computational cost� Time
delay to the detection as a function of time between false
alarm has been estimated following various polynomial
orders and snr� For relatively high snr� mean time delay
to the detection for a mean time between false alarms
given is low and estimation of changes is accurate� Nev�
ertheless� more experiments are necessary to go further
into conclusions�
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